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D
eming Vertical Solids Handling Sump pumps are 

designed for sewage and drainage applications 

where solids and unscreened wastes are carried 

in the liquid.  These pumps have important advantages 

for safe, efficient handling of waste and process liquids.  

Positive, automatic priming with pump impeller 

submerged in the liquid at all times. Low cost 

installation—easy access to motor and controls. 

Minimum space requirements with sump basin safely 

below ground. Solids handling capability assures 

minimum clogging. Seal or packing problems are 

eliminated. Economical maintenance due to modular 

design of pump and column components. Wide range 

of application with optional materials and construction 

features available for conditions involving abrasive 

materials, corrosive liquids, varying temperatures and 

other special requirements.Your Deming representative 

is backed by the experience gained with thousands 

of vertical pump installations now in daily operation, 

providing dependable, economical pumping service.

FEATURES:

Enclosed Two-Port Impeller• 

Easy Axial Adjustment• 

Flanged Column Construction• 

Stainless Steel Pump Shaft• 

Stuffing Box Top Closure• 

Vapor-Tight Cover Plate• 

Heavy Duty Ball Thrust Bearing• 

Sealed Thrust Bearing Housing• 

Flexible Motor Coupling• 

Vertical NEMA C-Flange Motors• 

Float Control Options• 

Simplex and Duplex Units• 

APPLICATIONS:

Building Installations• 

Construction Projects• 

Industrial Processes• 

Municipal Systems• 

Pollution Control• 

Sewage Lift Stations• 

Underpass Drainage• 

Waste Treatment Plants• 

Capacities to 3000 GPM

Heads to 150 Feet

Solids 1½”, 2”, 2½” and 3”
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Deming 7560 Series
Design Features:

Motor Support • - Heavy cast iron with 

machined register fit for mounting 

NEMA C-Flange vertical motors. 

Impeller Adjustment•  - The axial 

clearance between the impeller and 

suction cover is easily adjusted by 

means of an adjusting nut located 

above the thrust bearing housing to 

maintain maximum efficiency.

Thrust Bearing•  - High thrust ball 

bearing is located in sealed housing 

well above the support plate to 

protect from dirt and moisture. Grease 

lubrication has a purging action by 

which the fresh grease pushes old 

grease out.

Vapor-Tight Construction•  - Includes 

Design 3 Stuffing Box where shaft goes 

through support plate, bellows around 

float rod and necessary gaskets to seal 

off gas vapor and obnoxious odors.

Pump Shaft•  - High strength type 

416 stainless steel, heat treated, 

ground and polished, and specially 

straightened for longer life.

Column•  - Full weight pipe with 

welded  flanges. Accurately machined 

with register fit at all assembly points 

to insure positive alignment.

Intermediate Bearing Assembly•  - as 

illustrated is required for sump depths 

over 6 feet. Regularly furnished with 

bronze bushings for forced grease 

lubrication through individual lube 

lines from pressure fitting above cover 

plate.

Bottom Bearing Assembly•  - Design 

illustrated includes bronze sleeve 

bearings and cast iron choker ring. 

Lubrication may be 

by liquid pumped 

supplemented by 

forced grease or outside 

clear water flush to the 

bearings.

Bearings Note•  - Other 

bearing designs and 

materials are available to 

meet most requirements 

of service and type of 

lubrication. Alternate 

bearing materials 

include Cast Iron, Ni-

Resist, Babbitt Graphite, 

Carbon, Cutlass Rubber 

and Glass Filled Teflon.

Impeller•  - Fully 

enclosed, two-port 

design, accurately 

balanced, keyed and 

locked securely to shaft 

for smooth operation. 

Impellers are specifically 

designed to handle large 

solids and unscreened 

liquids with minimum 

clogging. Caved 

repelling vanes on back 

shroud reduce pressure 

at the hub and prevent 

solids from accumulating 

behind the impeller.

Casing•  - Volute designed 

with large waterway 

allows smooth, 

unobstructed flow for 

any solids that will pass through the 

impeller. Large hand hole and separate 

suction cover facilitate maintenance.

Rotation•  - All 7560 pumps are built in 

right hand construction, i.e. clockwise 

rotation when looking down on motor.


